
Example 7
Assessment task: Research presentation

Chosen theatre tradition: Noh theatre

Performance convention: The kamae/Noh walk

Assessment
Criterion A B C Total

Marks awarded 5 4 5 14

Marks available 8 8 8 24

Comments
Criterion Comments

A The unfamiliar theatre 
tradition

Ai: (3 marks) With specific references to their research, the student describes the 
unfamiliar theatre tradition they have chosen to explore. The student describes the 
tradition, providing clear facts about the history, development, characters, and conventions 
of Noh. The student makes frequent references to relevant research and uses visual material 
well to support the description. This is a good overview of most aspects of the tradition.

Aii: (2 marks) With specific reference to their research, the student outlines the 
performance convention they have chosen to explore. The student outlines the kamae 
[stance] and Noh walk as the selected performance convention, mentioning its importance 
in the tradition. The student states the reasons for his choice in the next section, including a 
slide listing the main elements of the convention. The student only spends 35 seconds on Aii, 
which is self-penalizing. Students should be encouraged to divide the time they have equally 
between each bullet point in the descriptors.

B Practical exploration 
of the performance 
convention

Bi: (3 marks) The student demonstrates a competent process of practical exploration of 
the performance convention. The student introduces the process by describing watching 
videos in order to copy and learn the Noh walk, with a view to improving skills. The student 
goes through a learning process including the posture, fists and core control. Each section is 
quite brief, but the process is competent.

Bii: (1 mark) The student demonstrates in a limited way how they have experimented 
with applying the performance convention to the traditional performance material. 
The student refers to a “moment of theatre”, which is not a requirement of the task. The 
student briefly contextualizes and describes the physical progress of the moment. The 
student does not comment on the actual application of the walk or the kamae, which is the 
chosen performance convention, but ends by mentioning gesture instead.
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C Reflection on learning Ci: (3 marks) The student describes how their practical exploration of the performance 
convention has contributed to their continuing development as a performer. The 
student reflects on the challenge of the Noh walk and the important aspects of Noh. The 
student compares this experience and the kamae stance to that of the hip hop body stance. 
The student mentions the impact of entrances and exits, but this is not directly linked to the 
chosen convention. The student goes on to mention the importance of focus and how this 
might be used in future work. It must be remembered that in this criterion, the attention 
should be on the exploration of the convention and not on the overall tradition.

Cii: (2 marks) The student outlines how their inquiry into the chosen theatre tradition 
has further developed their understanding of theatre in the world. The student makes 
some links to the work of Suzuki, considering the influence of Noh and the neutral body. 
This comparison is supported with a relevant reference to research and demonstrates some 
development of knowledge of theatre in the world.

General comments This is a good presentation, but there is some confusion regarding the convention chosen. 
This highlights the importance of choosing a clear, specific convention in order to focus 
the research and presentation. The student firstly states that it is the movement and gesture 
that is chosen; then that the focus is on the kamae, but later seems to focus more on the Noh 
walk. Even though these are closely linked, it makes it more difficult for the student to focus. 
The presentation seems to jump from one focal point to the other.

This is a good example of how students must try to set up filming in a way that maximizes 
focus on the student and their presentation. The student’s section C was set in a room next 
to another office where others could be seen, creating the possibility of distraction.
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